Individual Meeting "One to One" with Aashti

Are you one who is called to be TRUE to ONESELF?
To walk from PRESENCE on the path to FREEDOM ?
YES it's precious!
YES, it is possible.
Thank you for giving you this time... to walk this path... enticing and demanding.
For 30 years now, I have been transmitting, sharing and flowering through the
accompaniment of people who are passionate about Truth.
Forces of Nature, and it’s 5 elements which I am connecting since I am very young are
my guides and inspire me.
The masters, shamans and therapists I had the honor to meet have cracked open my
heart. They offered me keys, tools which I have experimented , some of them are
horticulture, organic gardening, meditation, dance, theatre, rituals, nonviolent
communication, conscious breathing, symbolic language, etc.
Over the years…I have developed my own approaches that combine the treasures of
Meditation, Neo-Shamanism, Sacred Psychology (Trans-Personal Psychology ), TarotIntuition, Experiential Astrology and Creativity.
These living approaches have been evolving and refined over the past 30 years at the
pace of my own transformation.

The TAROT INTUITION allows you to hear, trust and connect to your Inner Guide and
develop your Intuition.
EXPERIEN-CIEL Astrology invites you to experience your birth chart from within, The
ASTRO-DRAMA is a beautiful way to channel the energy of each planets, allowing them
to express, interact with each other, and reveal their medicine. Astrology become
ALIVE and VIBRANT through the feeling and the experience in the body. It allows you to
go beyond the conditioning and limited beliefs about yourself, about the others, about
LIFE itself.
Like the SUN, it is an invitation to Embrace the infinity of possibilities that you are.
To Observe and participate in the dance of LIFE from the Centre…. from SOURCE.
The Family TRANCE-MISSION, is the approach I develop, using ASTRO DRAMA in a
group. Allowing each planets to express itself through us, illuminates family secrets,
liberates trans-generational dynamics and allow you to rediscover and honor it’s
precious heritage… this transgenerationnel heritage is not negative, even if
sometimes, it feels like it. It is looking for somebody authentic and response-able “like
YOU” who can be the guardian and share the medicine it offers.
Also, the TRANCE of the little story in which we feel entangled is seen from a larger and
deeper perspective.
THE MISSION is to be FREE not from the family, the situation , but from the ME STORY.
It’s time to HEAL and SHINE .
I am always amazed at how the intrinsic intelligence of the LIFE that we are manifests
itself by the staging of the astral theme and the profound wisdom of the symbolic
language of the Tarot,
This direct experience is precious. Because it is bypassing the mind.
The approach I propose leads you to recognize what is always present and conscious in
you, through all the situations you go through, while allowing you to let go of the
identification to the little story that we tell ourselves for too long and that we believe
TO BE.
RESTING and anchoring more and more in the Presence - Consciousness - Witness Love
changes everything. We find our right place in the SELF and therefore within the world
(family, work, romantic relationship). The interior and the outside, the material and the
spiritual, the masculine and the feminine, Heaven and Earth are no longer separated
It's all connected! Situations are seen as mirrors to see each other better, as invitations
to recognize ourselves and above all to feel and know in our guts that we are loved as
we are.
All that remains is to embrace our UNIQUENESS and rejoice in the many colors and
forms that Love takes. What a JOY!
In addition to the individual ONE to ONE, I enjoy offering sessions for couples, in
groups over 3 years, Satsangs, Rituals of Pas-Sages, Retreats in nature, Supervision for
therapists or people who “accompany” and spiritual retreats in INDIA.

Here are my invitations to LOVE , TO RE-SET!
One to ONE Meeting ( in Person or via Skype, Face Time, Zoom)
1. Meeting in PRESENCE, EMBRACING WHAT IS , in person or via Skype (1h)
Dare the TRUTH and BEAUTY that unfold right here and right now.
To settle in silence and find this space of fulfillment . THE INNER Yes!
To shed light on how the “little me” keep itself separate from TRUTH ,
allowing the unseen to be seen, healed… and find my way home.
Deepening the recognition of my true nature.
2. Meeting using my original approach of Experiential Astrology (2h)
In the circle of the Zodiac, experience and feel from within the planets of your chart
(Birth chart, transits, progressed chart or solar return) instead of being told or
interpreted.
Develop and recognize your talents, resources, etc…
What’s your life path, what you came here for… and realize your unique way to
manifest it!
See and experience the difference of living situations from EGO or from SELF?
An invitation to Be Free and 100% Response-able.
3. Meeting using my living approach of TAROT INTUITION, in person or via Skype (2h)
To be enlightened and guided by your wise Inner GUIDE in what is most important to
you at this moment in your life in your path of Consciousness, develop the Art of
Listening to tune in and discern in order to avoid the seductive fascination and
identification of the mind.
Does it resonate?
Are we walking the path Home together ?
Jump into your… YES!
YOU ARE WELCOME!
*** Request information about my special offer for the “ 4 Meetings Package ”.
Much LOVE ALL WAYS
Aashti
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